another statistic: the rise in the share of the Russian market represented by domestically produced films, 29.7 per cent in 2005, which is quite an improvement over the single-digit figures of the early 1990s. The figure is in fact comparable to domestic shares in the same year in the UK (34 per cent) and France (36.9 per cent), and significantly higher than in Germany (17.1 per cent) and Italy (18.7 per cent).
4
The growing marketability of native films testifies to the renewed relevance of the film viewer, the consumer, to the Russian film-industry food chain. The films that have been successful share an awareness of national and other categories of collective identity as topics of great interest -and marketable appeal -to domestic audiences. This might seem like an obvious and unremarkable characteristic of any popular cinema, but in Russia it is a notable development, given the negative connotations attached to civic and other collectivist thought patterns in the years immediately preceding and following the collapse of the USSR. This is not to say that all Russian directors are making consciously 'Russian' films (although some certainly are), or that all of them are even interested in the issue of filmic representation of Russia or Russianness (many certainly are not). But notions of national identity have clearly informed recent Russian cinema in more or less explicit ways.
5 Ruminations on Russian identity have naturally been central to the still emerging concepts of post-Soviet Self and post-Soviet Other, the visual and verbal vocabulary associated with those concepts, and the complex negotiation between them by cultural producers, especially film-makers. 6 As Russian cultural producers over the past decade and a half have struggled to identify and tap into the core values of post-Soviet society, many have found that Russia's various self-images are still bound to her view of her predominant twentieth-century 'Other', the United States. The engagement with America and Americans in recent Russian film has taken several interrelated forms: (1) the use of American characters, settings and thematic references; (2) depictions of the influence of American and, more broadly, Western (especially capitalist) values on Russian society; and (3) reliance on Hollywood (and other American) stylistic and generic models. I want to touch on all three of these referential impulses here, especially the first two, with an eye towards connecting them directly to the ongoing domestic renaissance I mention above. Let us begin, however, by zooming out and looking at the earliest period of post-censorship cinema in Russia, for it is against the backdrop of that ephemeral filmic landscape that more recent screen engagements with questions of selfhood and otherness are most productively examined.
